*Note: This is a listing of all answers as they came in, not a ranked listing of the most popular book titles.

Class of 1966 – Reunion Survey – Favorite Book

1. To kill a mockingbird
2. Paper craft books
3. Just one? I am a librarian for heaven sake,
4. Stones for Ibarra
5. Winnie the Pooh
6. Atlas Shrugged
7. Pride and Prejudice
8. The Yearling
9. Dawn's Early Light, by Elswyth Thane
10. War and Peace
11. too many
12. "Crossing to Safety"
13. Only one? I am a librarian, for Heaven's sake!
14. Pride and Prejudice
15. Shadow of the Moon by M. M. Kaye
16. Wind in the Willows
17. To The Lighthouse
18. Too many -- Woolf, Joyce, Lawrence...
19. ---
20. To the Lighthouse, Virginia Woolf
22. Way too many to list... The Dance of the Dissident Daughter
23. Can't settle on just one.
24. William Sloan Coffin, Jr.
25. Doomsday Book (Connie Willis)
26. Whatever I'm reading at the time
27. Shipping News
28. The Bible
29. Pride and Prejudice
30. Alice Munro's Lives of Girls and Women
31. Pride and Prejudice
32. Too many to name
33. Don't know
34. Pride and Prejudice
35. War and Peace
36. Don Quixote
37. A Fine Balance, by Rohinton Mistry
38. The Money Game by "Adam Smith"
39. Destructive Emotions
40. Gift of the Sea
41. A Short History of Everything
42. War and Peace
43. Lovely Bones
44. No single answer
45. Cutting for Stone
46. All the Kings Men, Great Gatsby
47. Prince of Tides
48. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
49. Pillars of the Earth
50. Pride and Prejudice
51. Pillars of the Earth
52. "A Death in the Family"
53. Benjamin Franklin's Autobiography
54. Little Women
55. Jared Diamond's Guns, Germs and Steel
56. The Odyssey (can you believe it!)
57. The Brothers Karamazov
58. ??????
59. Impossible - although I always go back to a compendium of literature and poetry that my mother had for an eng lit course she took at Syracuse U. as a mature student - maybe it’s the New Yorker cartoons it includes.
60. The Good Earth by Pearl Buck
61. Honestly, it's usually the last good one I read
62. War and Peace
63. The Power of Now
64. The Lord of the Rings
65. Little Women
66. Most recent is Slave Narratives
67. Anna Karenina
68. Don’t know
69. I don't have one. Odd.
70. Anna Karenina, Pride and Prejudice
71. WUTHERING HEIGHTS
72. The Red Tent
73. Gift from the Sea
74. Pride and Prejudice
75. Endurance: Shackleton's Incredible Voyage by Alfred Lansing
76. The last one I read
77. Don Quixote
78. BurntWater
79. This is an impossible question. I love the poetry of Elizabeth Bishop, and the first favourite novel that popped into my mind is The Sea, by John Banfield.
80. Count of Monte Cristo
81. Not possible!
82. I don't have just one, but Rising Tide would be among the top.
83. "Prodigal Summer" by Barbara Kingsolver
84. Too hard to decide
85. Pride and Prejudice
86. Anna Karenina
87. Danny the champion of the world

88. Angle of Repose by Wallace Stegner
89. Leaving My Father's House - Marion Woodman
90. Anna Karenina
91. The Iliad
92. Jane Eyre
93. Charlotte's Web
94. My dissertation
95. Anna Karenina
96. A Walk in the Woods by Bill Bryson followed by Three Cups of Tea
97. Manzoni's The Betrothed
98. This is hard; I have so many favorite... I might have to come back to this.
99. Complete Cartoons of the New Yorker
100. "The French Lieutenant's Woman" and "Lord of the Rings". Also loved "The Winds of War" and "War and Remembrance".
101. Winnie the Pooh
102. Can't think of one -- since I don't remember a lot of what I read, that's not surprising.
103. Anything by Elizabeth Peters
104. "Eden's Outcasts"
105. The one I am still trying to write.
106. Ladies of the Club
107. Tinkers
108. Bible; Passages etc. by Gail Sheehy
109. The little engine that could
110. The Tales of Genji
111. The Source-Michener
112. Gone With the Wind
113. Grapes of Wrath
114. The Emperor of All Maladies
115. Can’t pick one!
116. The New Testament
117. Crossing to Safety-Stegner
118. DNA & Genealogy
119. Too hard to pick one.
120. N/A
121. Pride & Prejudice
122. The Painted Veil
123. To Kill a Mockingbird
124. To Kill a Mockingbird
125. The Boxcar Children
126. A Room of Their Own
127. Gifts from the Sea
The Boys of Summer
Pride and Prejudice
Pride and Prejudice
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Pillars of the Earth
Pride and Prejudice
Pillars of the Earth
The Good Earth by Pearl Buck
honestly, it's usually the last good one I read
War and Peace
The Power of Now
The Lord of the Rings
Don Quixote
BurntWater
This is an impossible question. I love the poetry of Elizabeth Bishop, and
the first favourite novel that popped into my mind is The Sea, by John Banfield.
Count of Monte Cristo
Not possible!
i don't have just one, but Rising Tide would be among the top.
"Prodigal Summer" by Barbara Kingsolver
too hard to decide
Pride and Prejudice